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1. INTRODUCTION 

' Jet technology is developed for many applications e.g. for jet cutting, jet drying systems, jet 
cooling, VTOL aircraft .... Experiments indicate that the heat exchange between the jet and the 
impinged wall near stagnation point is more intensive than in the parallel part of the flow. 

Numerical simulation of the jet impingement problem without heat transfer is considered in 
[1, 2, 3]. The analogous problem with heat exchange between a two-dimensional slot jet and the 
wall is numerically conducted in [4, 5]. Some experimental works are also carried out in [6, 7, 8]. 

We consider a gas jet of axial symmetry impinging upon a flat wall. There are two possible 
cases: first, the temperature of the jet is higher than that of the wall {the jet heating case), and 
seCond 1 the jet is cooler than the .wall (tp_e jet cooling case). The main aim of our numerical 
simulation is the heat exchap.ge .near the stagnation point. For the sake of simplicity we assume 
that the fiow is laminar and incompressible (as indicated in [4] this regime of motion may be 
realized if dj H < 1, the jet temperature is high enough and this temperature not much differs 
from that of the impinged wall). 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Suppose that a gas jet issuing from a nozzle of diameter 2d impinging upon a wall at the 
distance H from the nozzle orifice (fig. 1). 

Let Tw =canst be the temperature of the wall. The governing equations of the problem then 
consist of the N avier-Stokes equations 1 the equation of continuity and the energy equation with 
variable properties of the medium: 

( au au au) ap a ( au) a (") a r au av)] p -+u-+v- =--+- 2p.- +2p.-- +- p.(-+-ot or az ar ar ar or r az l az or (2.1) 

(av av av ap a ( av). 1 a [ (a" a")] p -+u-+v-)=--+- 2p.- +-- rp. -+-at or az az az Jz r ar az or {2.2) 

au " av -+-+-=0 ar r az (2.3) 

(aT aT aT 1 a ( aT) a ( aT) pc -+u-+v-) = -- -Xr- +--X-+ at Jr az r ar ar az az 

{ [( au)z (")2 (a")2] (a" av)z} _ +p. 2 - + - + - + -+- -0 ar r az az ar (2.4) 

Now let V, L, f:J.T = Tmax- Tw, r = L/V be the characteristic values for the gas motion 
(How to choose them will be mentioned latter). Using these values we reduce {2.1) - (2.4) to the 
following nondimensional form (for simplicity we use the former denotations for r, z, u, V1 p 1 t): 
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(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

This form of the equations ·]s convernient for later using the Hybrid scheme for numerical 
calculation of (2.5) - (2.8). Here we use the following denotatiqns: 

Ao 1 1 
,a= = 

Ll(pCo PrRe' 

j3 = 11-oV = Ec 
· LpCoto.T Re ' 

Pr = !l-oCo Prandt[ number 
Ao 

vz 
Ec = ColiT Eckert number 

11- = t-tof(8); ), = >.og(8); C = C0 s(8); 
T-Tw 

e = liT 

where· J.to, Ao) C0 are viscosity, heat conductivity and specified heat of the gas at the certain temper
ature, hence functions J(B), g(BL ,s(&) experes~ the dependence of these properties on temperature. 
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Fig. 1 

By virtue of the symmetry of the jet the boundary conditions to (2.5)-(2.8) are set as follows: 
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on AB (inflow) [12[: 
v=v(r); u=O; 8=B(r); p=pa 

where Pa is the pressure of the cll'cumst.ances. 
on AO (jet axis): 

on BD (outfiow) [9[: 

on OD (wall) [9[: 

au av 
where 1=--az ar 

u = 0; 
av 
iJr 

ap ae 
-=-=0 ar ar 

au av ap ae 
-=-=-=-=0 
ar ar ar ar 

u = v = 8 = Oj 
ap = _J._Bt 
an Re 8r 

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

In (3J the authors have calculated the velocity and pressure fields using the vorticity and 
streamfunction variables. This method requirep a special manipulat-ion of the boundary condition 
for the vorticity especially on rigid surfaces. In this paper we use the so called SIMPLES METHOD 
described in [9] to solve the above posed problem in physical variables: U 1 v, p, T. It is necessary 
t:o note that <;tt lar.g-e Reynold numbers all physical parameters of the motion vary very strongly 
near ihe wall. To oven:ome this difficutly we have to use there a sufficiently fine gride. The 
computational practice shows also that the central finite difference scheme losses stability when a 
strongly irregular gride is used, especially at large Reynold-numbers. Here for approximating both 
the dynamical and heat transfer equations we apply the hybrid scheme in the combination with 
the alternating directions implicit method [lOJ. In the hybrid approximation central differences 
are used whe!l the magnitude of the convective term is smaller than the corres-ponding diffusion 
term and in the opposite case the "upwind:! scheme is applied. For t.he numerical procedure the 
ThomasJs algorithm l9J is used also to solve the obtained system of the difference equations: 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this paper for the jet substance we choose steam. For the inflow condition for the velocity 
we use the parabolic form given in [3): 

v(r) = -(1 + C2r2
)-

2, Cz = Vz- 1 

and for the temperature v,re take the follovving profile [ 11]: 
B(r) ::::-.::. v(f·)Pr where Pr .is Prandtl number and for steam we take Pr = l. All calculations 

in this paper are conducted for steam at 100°C. The Re:ynold number is arranged between 1000 
and 1000000 and the diffef€UC€ betWeen the jPt temperatUf€ and that Of the wau iS accepted tO 

be 5°C. At large; Re (105 + 106 ) the grid near the wall is taken in three hundred times finer than 
that near the jet exit and the grid near the jet axis is in ten times finer than that in the unjform 

part of the flow. The profiles of the u - component., v ~ component of the gas velocity1 pressure 
and temperature at :some distances· from the wall are shown in Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. Fig. 
6, 7 respresent isolines for the pressure and temperature and their distribution in (r,z) coordinate 
is ahown in fig. 8, 9 respectively. The heat transfer at the wall is represented in the fig. 10. The 
result shows an intensive heat exchange near the stagnation point. Far from the jet axis the heat 
exchange rate coincides with that of the parallel flow [12]. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In accordance with experimental data the obtained results show that jet impingement is a 
very good way for heat exchange between a gas flow and a solid surface. ·It is especially effective 
when the local heating or cooling is needed. In the formef case when the temperature difference 
between the jet- and the wall is sufficiently large the condensation on the surface of the wall may 
be realized. This very complic'!-ted phenomenon will be discussed in a separated paper. 
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MO PHONG SO TRAO Dell NHIET 
mfrA DONG TIA VA Dh.P VA THANH cuNG 

DOng tia va d~p dll'qc dUng nhi'eu trong thv·c te', vl dv nhrr de cit v~t cli-ng, trong k:Y thu$t 
hl.m l~nh hay nung n6:ng, trong kj ngh~ s1iy1 trong cOng ngh~ che' t~o d.c miy bay dl:t cinh thing 
dUng ... Trong ba.i bio nay qui trlnh trao diii nhi~t gitl-a dOng tia vi th~tnh cU:ng bt va d~p dm;rc 
mO phdng blng phU"ang phip s8. Cic ke't qui rih%n drrqc cho thfi:y hi~u xua:t rit cao ella dOllg tia 
va d~p so v&i dOng chiy song song. 
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